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Editor-In -Cheif Many republicans, in favor of this, 

President Trump announced argue that this is not preventing 
that employers will now be able to access to birth control. However, 
refuse to cover co-pay-free birth the reality is that this does prevent 
control if it comes into conflict access and is just another form of 
with the employer's religious or discrimination against the poor. Ac-
moral views. It was a campaign cess is limited when the resources 
promise that he argued will stop needed to obtain neces~ary medica-
the state's discrimination against tio.n is limited, as it is for hundreds 
religious groups, and will go into of thousands of Americans. 
effect immediately. When people are forced to 

Nine out of ten women will use choose between having electricity . 
some form of birth control in their for the rest of the month ~d being 
lifetime, so Trump's new birth in control of their reproductive 
control policy will affect nearly _!hat health, that is not accessibility. 
many. Birth control is not a luxury, nor 

Birth control pills, the NuvaR- are menstruation products which 
ing, and a birth control patch can are also not covered whatsoever by 
cost up to $600 a year. Although the state. These are items that have 
an IUD can cost under $100 a been deemed necessary for women 
year (depending on the type), the to maintain health and indepen-
upfront cost ranges from $500 to dence, yet they are still unavailable 
$1000, according to U.S. News. to so many. 
Many Americans can't afford this Women have the right to control 
extra cost, especially when the pay and make decisions about their 
gap between men own bodies, and because abortion 
and women (\ Q (} i/

2 
is completely legal in the United 

still ex- \)V - - V L \ States, this is another method 
ists. <::;S ~ 15 1 {, · ~ of preventing them from do-0 ,. ,-; \lf I') 1J' ~ ? \: ing so. It is no coincidence 

( ~ I '"" ~ \ that these products, made 
...__, ~ l" ..- \ specifically for people 

{--., «- {p trJil ~ \-- with certain 5 ..,. U V ~ organs, are also a major 
t' · .r part of the population 0 ~ ~ 1:-.::,; that has been discrimi-Q ~ 6\ r .... , nated against for hun-

/~ "# ~ "' 1 s1 ~ {.'-.."-..) dreds of years. 
'(/ /}{J _ _ ........ \ V This debate encompases 

<...· u {\ l) \/ that ofthe price ofhealthcare 
-1- - \ as well as that of sexism. Birth 

h -(. ~ control is a double edged sword, 
it gives women a independence 

because they get a choice about 
what happens to their bodies, 
but it also places a significantly 
greater amount of responsi
bility on women in terms of 
contraception. There are no 
real contraceptive methods 
·made for men, besides external 
condoms, but if there were, the 
debate over free birth control 
would not be so controversial. 

Reproductive rights have 
always been a topic of debate; 
it is only recently that woman 
and the population that doesn't 

·identify as women but still needs 
birth control, have been able to ac
cess it. Under the Affordable Care 
Act passed under President Obama, 
employers were required to pro- · 
vide co-pay free birth control. This 
allowed millions of women access 
to birth control that they didn't 
preciously have. 

Religious views should not have 
an impact on whether such a large 
population is able access medical 
care. Birth control is not a luxury 
and neither are menstrual products. 

However, men with erectile 
dysfunction in many cases are not 
forced to pay for their medication . 
Coverage is up to the insurance 
company, which has little to do 
with religious and moral preferenc
es. Medication for this is not a ne
cessity in the same way that birth 
control is, not to mention the fact 
that women in so many cases will 
no longer be able to have control 
over their reproductive organs. 

A lack of birth control could 

~9out0f10 
. . 

women will use 
some form of 

birth control in 
their lifetime. 

potentially resUlt in trauma, over
population, lack of economic sta
bility and more. All of these things 
can and are prevented when women 
are able to choose contraception. 
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